Made in Scotland – the human side of the Linwood story
Ian Sinclair (Glasgow Area Centre Organiser), Kilmarnock
Birthdays come and go but certain ones stick in the mind as being
special.
The first one has no number at all only zero, the other specials
have zeros too but they don’t mean much until there is at least a 4 in
front of it, then we start to get touchy about our birthdays!
Not so the Hillman Imp – as it approaches its 50th birthday things
are starting to buzz, cars are being spruced up, fixed up and put on the road again, values
are starting to rise to some more realistic levels (even some above realistic) and people are
starting to remember the adventures they had with this little car – Made in Scotland.
There was something else Made in Scotland in 1963 and it made its or should I say ‘her’
arrival around the same time on the 2nd May as the Duke of Edinburgh was opening the
Hillman Imp factory at Linwood. Mary Morgan was born as the factory was opened and her
father who worked in the transaxle assembly line was as proud as punch.
Mary was to play a pivotal role in the life of the Hillman Imp as can be seen from some of
the press cuttings. On the Imp’s 1st birthday, Mary shared the car’s bonnet and birthday
cake in front of the management and press photographers. Both baby and Imp were doing
well, putting on the pounds and production figures alike.
The connection did not stop there for on their 10th birthday both were reunited as Mary
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Left: Scottish Daily Express, 30th April 1964
Above-left: unknown but circa 4th May 1973
Above-right: Johnstone & Linwood Gazette,
4th May 1973

presented a Mk 2 Chrysler Imp to a
lucky raffle ticket winner, plant worker
David Harper, again in front of the
management and selected workers at the factory. Mary received a gold watch, a bicycle and her
picture in the papers in a stylish pose. There was also the promise of a car for Mary when she
reached her 17th birthday but alas the Imp was not to last that long as production stopped in
1976.
But you can’t keep good models down and both are up to celebrate their 50th birthdays by
inviting all Imp owners (there will be plenty parking available if around the back) to the St James
Business Centre (the only Rootes building left standing) in Linwood on Thursday 2nd May. The
Fairy, or Imp as we know it, has weathered the storms and is now more popular than ever as will
be shown throughout the 2013 events planned to commemorate the anniversary. Its styling,
handling and gearchange is still talked about and the car still wins motor sport events all over
the world.
Owners are travelling from as far afield as Australia to join in these events so why not join them
at Linwood, where it all started. If you own an Imp then you must make the pilgrimage some
time in your life so why not this year, either in May for the anniversary or in August at Perth for
possibly the biggest National ever held.
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